When we regard the shortness of a patient's residence as a ready index to the resilience of his system after fever, the enquiry becomes more interesting than when viewed as a mere question of finance. In Table IV . the monthly variations of average residence and percentage stimulated are given. Taking the extent of the stimulation as a delicate test of the combined effects of age and severity of attack, it is interesting to note the close agreement between the variations. They are not in the same proportion, but always show a decided sympathy.
In Table V The diagram prefixed to this paper is a graphic representation of the variation on each side of the average of the slight and severe cases which I have explained above verbally. If one will take the trouble of looking at the relations between the two sets of lines, many interesting reflections will be suggested, and especially this, which may be taken as the moral of this paper?the danger in reasoning founded on vital statistics, of losing sight of the units of the numbers from which we reason.
